INTRODUCTION
These days, whole world has come closer due to many means of communication which are fast and simple. People are using mobiles phones for multi purposes. The objective of this paper is to provide a solution for controlling home appliances from a remote place. These days, everyone is using electrical appliances like refrigerator, AC, fans, microwave oven etc. Moreover, energy bills are skyrocketing and pinching the common people. Therefore, it has become all the more necessary for common man to automate their homes and control electrical appliances from a faraway place. Moreover, safety of house from dangers like short circuiting can also be addressed.
This system is implemented by using Short Message Service which is available in all the Mobile Phones and all the mobile Networks. We can use Windows Phone7 [5] application and control home appliances in a friendly environment. By this we can curtail power wastage and thus save a lot of money. Mobile user can control the home appliances even when they are out. Several methods can be developed for controlling PC with mobile phone. [1] This paper was all about appliance control via a micro computer based upon 2 different approaches i.e. one was timer option and the second was of voice command. PC Parallel port was in used in the following and the coding of the underlying project was developed in VB 6.0. In this the voice command was converted to text and that further supports the controlling.
RELATED WORK
[2]Proposed appliance control system via Bluetooth. A remote was prepared under along with a keypad which acted as an interface between the Bluetooth module and the microcontroller. This interface was created so that the remote can communicate easily with the appliances controlling module ,whenever a key was pressed the controller sent the command initiated to the receiver and the receiver will do the required action promptly [7] [8].
[3]In this, a client system was established for monitoring the appliances .In this the voice command was converted to that of the symbolic data which will be transferred via Wi-Fi network to the server. The server comprises of speech recognition application which was developed in Visual Basic.net. The server would start the speech recognition between the client and the server and further action of conversion would prompt and the data will thus be transferred to the in action controlling circuit through the PC Parallel Port and this way the given load is switched on.
[4]Proposed home appliances control system using GSM technology under which the appliances were controlled using SMS comprising up of AT commands for on/off of respected appliances. PC parallel port was installed to allocate the control over the appliances installed and a feedback mechanism was also introduced in this which retrieves back to the user about the appliances.
successfully. After the initiation process is completed the authenticated user will be asked for the appliances on/off commands which can be processed by pressing 1 for -ON‖ and -0‖ for -OFF‖ and all the further appliances are assigned their respected positions individually [10] .
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Based on our study and research on presently ongoing ways to control electrically appliances through PC and GSM,we hereby propose a system for the same with an idea to do the same operation in the best possible manner with low cost involved and maximized outputs. Furthermore it is also ensured that this system will prove fruitful for other advancements in the future with more features and benefits.in addition to it while preparing this system it is also being ensured that this successful is successful in coordinating huge number of appliances successfully in an industry or in any huge organization with less manpower involved and for prompt and safe controlling simultaneously.
PC INTERFACING SYSTEM
To realise this whole system practically ,we have designed a software which will easily realise our aim of controlling electrical appliances via the system successfully .In order to interface the software with the real purpose of the following application, PC parallel port [1] [3] is used as it is used for a swift interface without any disruptions.
The parallel ports pins are based upon TTL level outputs which works on the basis that if the output voltage ranges somewhere between 0 -0.8V it will consider it logically as 0 and if the voltage range is between 2.4-5 DC volt then the output logically will be 1.A parallel port as in total can support 256 different control signal statuses as it is comprised up of 8 bits for data input/output [7] .
The parallel port will receive the signals based on the inputs being done by the user on the software being prepared and the signals will be of approximately 5volts respectively for each switching circuit controlled and thus activated. The voltage as in output will change accordingly the interfacing hardware. This all is realised abruptly with the transistors installation in the mediocre manner with the switching circuit as it gradually helps in completing the switch mode operation. The whole interfacing circuit is connected to the parallel port and it is mandatory to protect the whole system from misuse by introducing a feedback mechanism in order to ensure a error free controlling and cutting off the power wastage gradually and thus ensuring a safe and a prompt way of controlling devices via a computer based software and thus reducing the manpower.
Flowchart
The PC interfacing will start functioning once the program compiled up in the C programming language initiates 
A SMALL HARDWARE IMPLENTATION

GSM BASED APPLIANCE CONTROLLED
With the increasing advancements in science and technology, and increasing innovations of the young mind in the technical fields, there has been a tremendous growth in the present day technologies. In contrast to earlier times , when communication across the globe was almost impossible, but now with the advancement in the telecommunication sector and especially GLOBAL SYSTEM FOR MOBILE COMMUNICATION(GSM) technology communication is just a mere task of fraction of seconds. With further advancements in this technology, controlling electrical appliances via GSM is also feasible just by sending an SMS by the authenticated user to the system installed. This new innovation in this field of controlling electrical appliances directly has been proven successful for wireless control and this technology also supports monitoring the signal strength and has been proven very adaptable.
This whole process of sending a sms to the system installed requires a smooth functioning by a GSM modem installed in the system. This modem readily accepts a sim card which receives the messages from the authenticated users and work accordingly by decoding the same and passes on to the microcontroller GSM modem works just like a cell phone and is attached in a serial combination with the microcontroller which decodes the message accordingly and helps in switching the voltages in the circuits [4] .
The microcontroller we have used in this system is 89s52 which maximised the output and ensured a prompt performance of the whole system as this microcontroller can be operational at 33MHz [6] and 4V-5.5V voltage range, withstands 8K bytes of ISP Flash memory with an endurance of 1000 write-erase cycles and supports 256X8bit internal RAM with 32 programmable I/O lines with an interrupt recovery feature at the time of power cut off mode. The whole process of this controlling appliances with the messaging technique is dually stored in the microcontroller via the programmer and the whole code was compiled up in Embed C language for optimum output without any disruptions(FIGURE 4).
The user will initiate the controlling via SMS service by messaging from the authorised number to the number whose sim card [3] is dually installed in the GSM modem and the LED will indicate the appliances in action and whatever changes occurs thereafter [9] . This whole rigorous operation of switching on and off of circuits involves a feedback mechanism dually on LED screen as well as on the authenticated user's cell phone viz. what so ever appliance is in operation or switches off ,the indication will be promptly received by the user on his/her cell phone as well as on the LED screen installed in the system.
Flowchart
The GSM based appliance control system will start functioning once the system is ready for application through when the authenticated user sends messages ON or OFF along with the desired switching circuits to be switched on or off. According to the desired command by the user the message will be decoded once received by the GSM modem and then the Microcontroller will further execute the command for final operation. The final operation through the controller is based upon the program being compiled into the same via programmer. This way the simultaneous operations will be carried out with the user controlling appliances using sms service and feedback message will be acknowledged along with the LED indicating the same ongoing processes. The following model comprises of a GSM Modem with an inbuilt sim slot which will receive messages from the authorised user and will decode the message for further operation of controlling the swtching on and off of the respected apppliance installed within this system thus ensuring a swift response.The authenticated user will prompt the system by using Short Message Service(SMS) to the number whose sim card is dually installed in the GSM Modem.The then received message by the GSM modem is decoded and transferred through the serial communicator installed in the system which ensures a complete path for message transfer from the modem to the microcontroller and thereby regulating the voltage for the same through transformer with the inbuilt relays for the switching circuits after the prompt by the already programmed microcontroller [6] installed.The transformer in the system is used to step up and step down the voltage supply in case of increasing or reducing the voltage to the respected switching circuits as per the user's command[3] [9] .This way a command is executed and functioning is realised thereafter of the same command and the switching circuit is lead to operation accordingly. This whole system can only work with the registered mobile numbers hence ensuring a safe home security system also where no other user can have the access of the electricity except the authorised ones and for adding a new user by authorising it or deleting the existing user , the numbers of those users is needed to be updated in the 89s52 Microcontroller by updating the changes of the respected contact numbers in the program compiled in Embedded C language and then the microcontroller is thus updated with an external hardware device called as a Programmer. The messages are ensured to be transferred through a serial communicator which makes sure to messages are executed upon and a feedback messsage is delivered to that specific authenticated user on reverting back of the message through the communicator and also to be displayed on the LCD Screen simultaneously.This way a successful interface is thus prepared successfully using the GSM technology and the inhouse appliance control system.
MESSAGE OUTCOME ON LED SCREEN
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a very efficient way of controlling electrical appliances via PC and GSM Technology in a remote fashion by creating a generalised interface [7] [8],which make the controlling feasible and hassle free through PC and cell phone both. Furthermore this is a low cost controlling mechanism and can be successfully realised at household level and even at larger level in industries or any organisations with larger no. of appliances at a very low cost and in a secure manner.
